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1.) MountainX 31 (221-81616)

Category: 02. Backpacks / Travel luggage

Waterproof Backpack for Multi-Day Cycling

The MountainX is a new backpack developed for alp-crossing by
mountain bike, yet is a lightweight pack for all kinds of outdoor
activites. With a 31 L volume it will pack all that�s needed for a
multiple day tour. The mid-way divided main section allows organized
packing and easy entry. A waterproof and removable outer pocket
offers room for valuables. The full contact back system and waist strap
wings ensure comfort and stability. Further features: 100% waterproof
Helmet attachment 2 elastic side pockets 2 waist strap pockets Loop
for light Reflective logo Emergency whistle Access for hydration syst.
Attachment of trekking poles possible

Design agency

Ortlieb Sportartikel GmbH
Monja Knappe
Heilsbronn, Germany

Client / Manufacturer

Ortlieb Sportartikel GmbH
Heilsbronn, Germany
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2.) Ruff Wear Omnijore� Joring System (221-81694)

Category: 06. Accessories

Dog Joring System

Complete joring system features Dog Harness, Human Hipbelt and
Towline for any dog-pulling activity: skijoring, skatejoring, bikejoring, or
canicross. Dog Harness available in three sizes with five points of
adjustability for a customized fit, with padding to keep dog comfortable
while pulling. Human Hipbelt features a tow bridle with 180 degrees of
tow direction for multiple joring activities, with leg loops to keep belt in
place. Towline features shock-absorbing material to minimize bounce
and is international race regulation length. These three components
are designed to work together to maximize comfort, ease of use, and
enjoyment.

Design agency

Ruff Wear, Inc.
Bend Oregon, United States of America

Client / Manufacturer

Ruff Wear, Inc.
Bend Oregon, United States of America
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3.) Chapel 3P (221-81732)

Category: 04. Camping equipment

Ultralight family tent

Plenty of headroom: lightweight 3-season tent for three people with a high, spacious vestibule for bikes and everything
that needs space. Silicone Seam Seal seams are absolutely waterproof.

Design agency

VAUDE Sport GmbH & Co. KG
Tettnang, Germany

Client / Manufacturer

VAUDE Sport GmbH & Co. KG
Tettnang, Germany
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4.) AVATAR (221-81771)

Category: 03. Mountain-climbing equipment

Ice Axe

The most advanced ice tool in the galaxy. The ultimate axe for technical climbers. Following Grivel's tradition the blade is Hot forged in chromolly steel. For the first time in
the world of climbing tools a MAGNESIUM composite has been used within an ice axe, in this case for the headpiece, the same materials are used everyday on Formula 1
,ultralight car parts. The shaft is realized by a computer numerical controlled machine in 7075 Alloy The shaft has multiple grips for traction, hand swap-overs, reverse
traction, and lets the climber�s imagination run wild. No compromise over quality Size : cm 51 Weight: 640gr - 22,6 ozs

Design agency

Grivel Srl
Verrayes (Ao), Italy

Client / Manufacturer

Grivel Srl
Verrayes (Ao), Italy
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5.) Barrel EXP (221-81813)

Category: 02. Backpacks / Travel luggage

Travel Bag

Travel bag with innovative compression and fixing system � part of a
high-end edition. This robust travel bag is an item from the
TATONKA-EXPedition, a rucksack and clothing line of homogeneous
design made of high quality, durable materials. The bag can be
compressed to reduce its size by way of an aluminium rod system
inserted into a hypalon retainer. All the compression and shoulder
straps can be repositioned or removed, while the aluminium rods can
also be used for fixing gear. Two rubber grips and concealed rucksack
shoulder straps offer additional carrying options.

Design agency

Tatonka
Dasing, Germany

Client / Manufacturer

Tatonka
Dasing, Germany
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6.) TX.Direct version 11.1 (221-81823)

Category: 06. Accessories

Waterproofing

Through extensive research and development, Nikwax®, the global leader in environmentally safe aftercare, has
developed a ground-breaking reformulation. TX.Direct® version 11.1 provides waterproofing protection for up to 5
times longer. This superior performance is achieved without the use of fluorocarbons and by using water as a
solvent. � WaterBased, non-flammable, fluorocarbon, solvent & aerosol-free � Exceeds industry standards of
water-repellency by 50 times � Withstands more than 40 washes in the lab � Uses less energy: works at 30˚C and
needs no heat activation to be fully effective � Provides excellent protection against salt water

Design agency

Nikwax
Wadhurst, United Kingdom

Client / Manufacturer

Nikwax
Wadhurst, United Kingdom
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7.) b+n CRASHBAG (221-81865)

Category: 02. Backpacks / Travel luggage

Boulder-Backpack

The crashbag is a newly designed backpack for the bouldering sport. Used as a combination with a crashpad it allows an easy access to
the bouldering area.No more cumbersome one-sided bag transportation, no more climbing shoes squeezed into the pad. The 35 Litre
pack is fastened to the centre of the pad by means of two movable & adjustable plug-closures, independent of the padsize. The pack can
also be carried comfortably between the boulders without using the combination, by tightening the belt strap and feeding it into an
eyelet. Divisable Zippers/Velcro fasteners ensure a convenient and stable access opening, also when the bag is attached.

Design agency

boulders+nuts
Simone Gier
Karlsruhe, Germany

Client / Manufacturer

boulders+nuts
Karlsruhe, Germany Näherei Keskari
Kelkheim, Germany
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8.) 3FEET SPORT MID (221-81899)

Category: 01. Apparel/Helmet/Shoes

SPORT SOCKS FOR MID ARCH

After the success of its new 3Feet insole concept, SIDAS is seeking to innovate
again by applying the 3Feet concept to socks. Using X-Technology SIDAS has,
for the first time, developed socks designed to suit the needs of each foot
type. Mid arch feet have good structure, but can suffer while practicing sports.
That's why the 3Feet mid provides more foot cushioning, more stability
through use of a neutral bandage, as well as a moderate amount of padding to
improve the fit of any footwear. Sizes available: 35-38, 39-41, 42-44, 45-47

Design agency

SIDAS
voiron, France

Client / Manufacturer

SIDAS
voiron, France
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9.) Hexagon Wood Stove (221-81915)

Category: 04. Camping equipment

wood stove

The Hexagon backpacking wood stove folds to a slim compact size, requiring
little space in your pack. The individual titanium panels are completely
hinged and snap easily into place for quick set-up. Durable titanium
construction is able to endure long term heat without damage. The conical
shape focuses heat upward, directing it to your pot, for quick efficient
cooking. A hinged access door can be opened or closed for air control, as
well as re-fueling. -Weight: 4.1 oz.

Design agency

Vargo
Lewisburg, United States of America

Client / Manufacturer

Vargo
Lewisburg, United States of America
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10.) Ambition (221-81939)

Category: 01. Apparel/Helmet/Shoes

Jacket

With 380 Gramm the highest isolation � Yeti has improved the Energy Performance
Where others groan under the weight of their jacket, Yeti-wearers revel in the cosy
warmth! Yeti's Ambition and Attraction jackets are lightweight high-tech masterpieces �
because when your goal is the roof of the world, you want a partner that supports you,
not weighs you down! The bearable lightness of great adventures Yeti not only selected
the lightest available fabric and filling for these jackets, but also developed the lightest
possible design, the H-chamber construction. Fabric: Next to Nothing Filling: 800+ inch³
Down 95/5 (US Stand. ca. 870 inch³

Design agency

Yeti GmbH
Görlitz, Germany

Client / Manufacturer

Yeti GmbH
Görlitz, Germany
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11.) BEAL DIABLO 9.8mm (221-81949)

Category: 03. Mountain-climbing equipment

Revolutionary climbing rope construction

With all the benefits of the UNICORE Process (linking the core and
sheath of this rope in a way that broadly limits movement between the
two parts), this dynamic rope suffers less sheath inflation, stays more
supple, is more agreeable to handle and has a longer lifetime. Thanks
to its very fluid running sheath this rope performs even better when
pulling slack and clipping than �classic� ones of smaller diameter and
lower weight. The climber really has the sensation of handling a much
thinner and lighter rope because of the increased running fluidity,
whilst retaining the assurance of a rope of greater diameter. Designed
for expert climbers

Design agency

BEAL
Vienne, France

Client / Manufacturer

BEAL
Vienne, France
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12.) polychrome hybrid j. (221-81954)

Category: 01. Apparel/Helmet/Shoes

hybridjacket 3layer

the polychrome hybrid jacket is the first hybrid 3layer jacket to deliver
in a unique way the posibility to regulate heat and chill in one jacket
with reversible feature. the jacket is warm through sun absorbation
when you need heat - the jacket cooles through sun reflexation when
you need chill. the simple but effective system helps to keep you dry
cool and warm in all conditions. the reversilbe system helps to keep
away transpration humidity with the unique idea of providing first
3layer jacket working bedirectional. you have always a dry jacket
regulating temperature and moisture management in a revolunary
way.

Design agency

michelestinco_pd
hall in tirol, Austria

Client / Manufacturer

ZIEGLER TEXTIL GMBH
LAUTENBACH, Germany
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13.) Mammut 9.8 Transformer (221-81960)

Category: 07. Products of high ecological and sustainable value

Climbing rope and accessories

A rope like no other. The 9.8 Transformer is an all-round climbing rope that is made entirely from transfer yarns, which are usually
disposed of due to their colour variations. This means that every metre of rope has a unique design. By using these yarns, Mammut is
making another contribution to the environment. Thanks to the SuperDRY coating, the 9.8 Transformer has excellent characteristics and
very good handling properties. Mammut's ropes and webbing are produced using high-quality polyamide which is dyed at the yarn stage.
During the dyeing process, the transition from one colour to another results in so-called "transfer yarn".

Design agency

Mammut Sports Group AG
Seon, Switzerland

Client / Manufacturer

Mammut Sports Group AG
Seon, Switzerland
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14.) MSR® SureLock� TR-3 Pole (221-82004)

Category: 03. Mountain-climbing equipment

Pole

Combining performance-elevating innovation with legendary
MSR-brand reliability, the new SureLock TR-3 pole provides stability,
compactness and ease-of-use in frequently changing terrain. A
patent-pending design combines a 100% non-slip, positive locking
mechanism with a glove-friendly, two-finger trigger release, assuring a
smooth and easy one-handed collapse or length adjustment to the pole
while in use. The technology features a rolling lock pin that interfaces
with a non-rotating tri-lobe pole and a hydro-formed sleeve over the
trigger mechanism to protect the system from dirt and water.
Snow-/trekkingbaskets inc. Two lengths.

Design agency

Cascade Designs, Inc.
Seattle, United States of America

Client / Manufacturer

Cascade Designs, Inc.
Seattle, United States of America
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15.) Lightning 25 (221-82024)

Category: 02. Backpacks / Travel luggage

Alpine backpack Lightning 25

The Lightning 25 is a thoroughbred Alpine backpack with impressively innovative
features. The lid compartment can be detached and used as a bum bag with a topo
viewing compartment. The contents can be accessed from the top or via the
circumferential zip in the front (quick access). The backpack contains a dust-tight chalk
bag and several gear attachment options. The lightweight backpack (1070g) can also be
further reduced for climbing � the lid compartment and hip belt are both detachable. A
camera case, gear loop, pick fastener, drinking system accommodation and alarm
whistle all come as standard.

Design agency

Ortovox Sportartikel GmbH
Frank Hofmann
Taufkirchen, Germany

Client / Manufacturer

Ortovox Sportartikel GmbH
Taufkirchen, Germany Ortovox Sportartikel GmbH
Taufkirchen, Germany
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16.) powermonkey extreme (221-82035)

Category: 06. Accessories

portable solar charger

The powermonkey-extreme waterproof portable charger houses a
massive 9000mAh capacity Lithium Polymer battery and is capable of
charging most 5V devices, including an iPhone up to 6 times or a
Garmin Edge 800 up to 6 times. The powermonkey-eXtreme has two
output channels; one standard USB and a DC port that outputs
2.1Amps for the Apple iPad. The powermonkey-eXtreme can be
charged in three ways: from the mains, USB or via the solarpanel. IP67
rated, the powermonkey-eXtreme is waterproof and shock resistant. It
features an LCD screen which displays battery capacity level, a friction
swipe on/off control and a number of safety features.

Design agency

Powertraveller Ltd
Jerry D O Ranger
Alton, United Kingdom

Client / Manufacturer

Powertraveller Ltd
Alton, United Kingdom Powertraveller Ltd
Alton, United Kingdom
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17.) SUMO-Ti System (221-82040)

Category: 04. Camping equipment

camping stove

Sumo Titanium Group Cooking System redefines backcountry cooking performance with a 1.8L titanium FluxRing cooking vessel weighing only 10
ounces and all weather Sol burner for unmatched blend of power, convenience, and efficiency. Perfect for backcountry cooking chores, from snow
melting to simmering. Sumo Ti supports a myriad of packing configurations �Thermo-Regulate� technology - consistent heat to 20°F �1.8 Liter
FluxRing® cooking cup �Insulating Cozy and secure strap �Convenient, reliable push-button igniter �Pot Support and Stabilizer tripod included
�Drink-through lid with pour spout & strainer �Compatible with Jetboil Accessories

Design agency

Jetboil Inc
Manchester, United States of America

Client / Manufacturer

Jetboil Inc
Manchester, United States of America
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18.) The 3D Technology - engineererd by Toray (221-82078)

Category: 08. Material Innovations

The 3D Technology - engineererd by Toray

With the new 3D Technology Toray introduces a new threedimensinal waterproof
material with high breathability. The WPB function of the 3D Technology is
supported by Entrant coating and Dermizax membrane. Robust and lightweight are
the features of the exciting new concept which guarantees the level of topfunction.
Due to its 3D structure the skin has less contacts and the moisture can be
transported quickly outside due to the 3D comb structure. The 3D technology
fullfills the REACH Standard and will be produced vertically from yarn to final
product by Toray inhouse. The new 3D- Technology � engineered by Toray (Jacket -
product example)

Design agency

Toray International Europe GmbH
München, Germany

Client / Manufacturer

Toray International Europe GmbH
München, Germany
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19.) Mammut Nordwand TL (221-82087)

Category: 01. Apparel/Helmet/Shoes

Bergschuh

This boot cannot be stopped by anything. With or without crampons, the robust carbon insole carries the wearer safely over every
terrain. The Nordwand TL is equally well suited for alpine tours in the winter as for ice and mixed climbing or traditional
multi-pitch tours. Robust, warm and astonishingly light, it constitutes the perfect footwear for the Mammut Eiger Extreme line. Its
massive appearance is deceptive since the Mammut Nordwand TL only weighs 1888 grams. More important, however, are the
arguments that speak for the alpine boot.

Design agency

Mammut Sports Group AG
Seon, Switzerland

Client / Manufacturer

Mammut Sports Group AG
Seon, Switzerland
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20.) Tec Step Bionic Turn (221-82092)

Category: 03. Mountain-climbing equipment

Via Ferrata Set

The advance in Mammut's Tec Step technology takes on board the latest findings that have emerged from safety research:
Exhaustive series of tests have shown that a lower impact force over a longer braking distance is essential when it comes to
neutralizing a climber's fall on a via ferrata. As a result, Mammut has again optimized the way its Tec Step braking technology
behaves: the Mammut Tec Step Bionic now provides more absorption of the impact force for enhanced climber safety. The overall
impact force has been reduced to lessen potential harm to the body.

Design agency

Mammut Sports Group AG
Seon, Switzerland

Client / Manufacturer

Mammut Sports Group AG
Seon, Switzerland
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21.) Ultimatesafe 32L (221-82155)

Category: 02. Backpacks / Travel luggage

Backpack

The Ultimatesafe� travel backpack will be part of Pacsafe�s new signature
showcase line-up. This �ultimate,� maximum carry-on backpack gives optimum
storage, as well as complete slashproof, snatchproof, pickpocket-proof and
identity-theft- proof security. For the tech-savvy traveller the removable, quilted
17� laptop sleeve, removable 20L lock & leave portable safe insert and
RFID-blocking pocket offers total piece of mind, whilst ergonomic straps, padding,
nylon fabrication, contemporary embossed hardware complete the look of this
premium, sleek backpack.

Design agency

Pacsafe
Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Client / Manufacturer

Pacsafe
Hong Kong, Hong Kong
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22.) terrex fast r GTX (221-82158)

Category: 01. Apparel/Helmet/Shoes

Outdoor Footwear

fast...fast r terrex fast r GTX is lightweight, waterproof and provides exceptional grip in
wet and dry conditions. Ideal for outdoor enthusiasts who want to move fast in the
mountains, without sacrificing security. It is everything a modern outdoor shoe should
be. The TRAXION® outsole with Continental rubber compound guarantees optimal
grip. Improved ground control is provided by the new 3D FORMOTION technology in
the heel zone. A more stable feeling is created by the mid cut upper and quick lacing
system which is further enhanced by the low profile midsole which brings the foot
lower to the ground also giving a more agile feeling.

Design agency

adidas
Herzogenaurach, Germany

Client / Manufacturer

adidas
Herzogenaurach, Germany
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23.) Summit Rocket 40 (221-82168)

Category: 02. Backpacks / Travel luggage

Backpack

Created w. alpinist Ueli Steck, its a climbing tool & a carrying container. Available in 30- and 40-liter version.
Narrow profile & shaped to minimize interference with climbing movements. Lightweight pack 100-denier
ripstop nylon & Dyneema®. For reduced weight, all non-integral components removable including: �
framesheet � portion of foam backpanel which doubles as sleeping pad � hipbelt (already minimal) can be
removed /replaced by robust hipbelt � all compression straps. Compression strap can be put in different
ways, f.e. only one strap to compress contents or attach gear. � roll-top closure to min weight & quickly
access pack

Design agency

Mountain Hardwear
Richmond, California, United States of America

Client / Manufacturer

Mountain Hardwear
Richmond, California, United States of America
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24.) Direkt 2 (221-82170)

Category: 03. Mountain-climbing equipment

Mountain Climbing tent

Lightweight shelter designed for Himalayan climbing. At 1.12 kg,
lightest 2-person tent withstanding extreme high-alpine conditions.
Two-pole single wall tent with high walls for maximum interior space
&minumum snow loading. For Ueli Steck�s needs, the tent is pitchable
from within, climbers can pull the tent from their packs, spread the
canopy & pitch from a single protected position rather than walking
around the exterior perimeter of the tent: � 30-denier nylon
waterproof/breathable fabric � Evolution Tension Arch� construction
using a mylar fabric to distribute load-bearing ability of the poles
across a wider area of the canopy.

Design agency

Mountain Hardwear
Richmond, California, United States of America

Client / Manufacturer

Mountain Hardwear
Richmond, California, United States of America
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25.) GhostWhispererAnorak (221-82176)

Category: 08. Material Innovations

light shell jacket

Only 53 grams, the Ghost Whisperer is the first wind- and
water-resistant shell that you can truly carry in your pocket. This is an
innovation story all about fabrication. Mountain Hardwear worked with
the only mill able to weave this 7 denier by 10 denier ripstop, the same
nylon we developed for use in a super-lightweight sleeping bag for
speed alpinist Ueli Steck. Unlike some fabrics that claim to be 7 denier
but use pairs of 7D threads, this fabric uses only single 7D and 10D
threads. It weights a remarkable 24 g/m2.

Design agency

Mountain Hardwear
Richmond, California, United States of America

Client / Manufacturer

Mountain Hardwear
Richmond, California, United States of America
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26.) BEAL DYNASTAT 10.5mm (221-82182)

Category: 03. Mountain-climbing equipment

First both dynamic & semi-static rope

This rope conforms to two standards, both the dynamic rope standard (CE EN 892) and the semi-static (CE EN 1891
type A). In the event of a very violent fall, an internal Vectran �fuse� will rupture; the rope then becomes dynamic,
with all the security inherent in dynamic rope. The fuse will rupture under a force of around 3 kN. Static load
stretch: 2%! Number UIAA falls factor1.77: 10! Dynamic and semi static, this rope provides security in a wide range
of outdoor circumstances.

Design agency

BEAL
Vienne, France

Client / Manufacturer

BEAL
Vienne, France
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27.) Tyto (221-82192)

Category: 06. Accessories

Sport safety light

When a sport or activity calls for a safety light, the Tyto White and Tyto
Red lamps are the perfect solution. Extremely compact and waterproof,
these lights can be attached to headbands, jackets, bikes, backpacks
and much more by a full range of users. Both models come with two
safety light modes� constant and blinking.

Design agency

Silva Sweden AB
Magnus Svensson
Sollentuna, Sweden

Client / Manufacturer

Silva Sweden AB
Sollentuna, Sweden
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28.) BARIGO PENTA (221-82199)

Category: 06. Accessories

Analogue Outdoor Watch

The first glance reveals a beautiful classic watch. Looking closer you will discover how genious
this watch really is: high-precision stepping motors are at work in the heart of this new,
innovative Outdoor Watch. They are responsible for indicating the weather forecast,
temperature and direction, as well as the time of the day including alarm function. Highly
sensitive sensors operate in the background. Taking center stage, the large hand reports
altitude, direction and each passing second. The four quadrants are occupied by the weather
forecast, time, temperature and altitude in kilometers.

Design agency

BARIGO Barometerfabrik
Hans-Gabriel Schroll
Villingen-Schwenningen, Germany

Client / Manufacturer

BARIGO Barometerfabrik
Villingen-Schwenningen, Germany
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29.) Para Protection (221-82207)

Category: 03. Mountain-climbing equipment

Rope Protector

The Para Protection rope protection consists of extremely tough nylon
fabric, which is sewn in a double layer and is additionally fitted with a
Kevlar inlay. This unique, especially robust and innovative design is the
absolute best protection against rope damages. With solid loops for the
attachment to ropes via karabiner. This rope protection holds more
than four ropes and is easy and comfortable to use due to its very wide
Velcro closure. Made in Germany

Design agency

Blacksafe GmbH
Bad Soden-Salmünster, Germany

Client / Manufacturer

Blacksafe GmbH
Bad Soden-Salmünster, Germany
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30.) DownMat UL 7 (221-82230)

Category: 04. Camping equipment

Ultralight Sleeping Mat

For its weight, packsize and warmth (R-value 5.9 resp. -24 C warmth)
this is the ultimate mat. It is the new ultralight version of the classic
Exped DownMat with the same goosedown filling, but ultralight
materials and a superlight pumpsack which also serves as compression
drybag. This bag avoids the humid air as when inflating by mouth and
comfortably fills the mat in 2 fillings. The mat is fitted with robust flat
valves for inflation and deflation. The mats rand tubes are built higher
for stable a sleeping position on uneven terrain, the fabric is extra skin
friendly. Available in 4 sizes/widths.

Design agency

Exped AG
Zürich, Switzerland

Client / Manufacturer

Exped AG
Zürich, Switzerland
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31.) Montana 650 (221-82235)

Category: 06. Accessories

Montana 650

The ruggedized unit has multiple mounting and battery options,
dual-orientation and screen layout options and support for a wide range of
cartography. It has a barometric altimeter for elevation profiling and ability to
profile the route ahead. Montana´s responsive touchscreen is a sprawling
4-inches and the photos taken by its 5-megapixel autofocus camera are
displayed in sunlight-readable brilliant colour. From navigating waterways in
your boat, traversing the back country and desert in your 4 x 4 or motorbike,
hiking the Alps or even receiving spoken turn-by-turn directions on the road,
Montana has the versatility and mapping compatibility

Design agency

Garmin International Inc.
Olathe, United States of America

Client / Manufacturer

Garmin International Inc.
Olathe, United States of America Garmin Deutschland GmbH
Gräfelfing, Germany
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32.) TAGLIGHT (221-82249)

Category: 08. Material Innovations

ABS interactive climbing holds

Taglight has developed a new system for opening up climbing routes in the climbing gym. An
innovative concept, it works with illuminated holds connected to an interactive terminal.
Thanks to the interactive born, a climber can create his own route according to his own level
of ability. TagLight makes it easy for climbers to organize their own sessions. This new
system is also very helpful for trainers and managers of the gym because using TagLight they
can open op up new routes quickly and as often as they want. TagLight can also be used for
educational purposes as it offers individual training programs.

Design agency

Tag Light
Avignon, France

Client / Manufacturer

Tag Light
Avignon, France
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33.) Tour Nanotech (221-82262)

Category: 03. Mountain-climbing equipment

crampon

- The lightest steel crampons 10 points in the world; designed for mountaineering and ski mountaineering. - Constructed
from proprietary Sandvik Nanoflex® Steel: the crampon is not only lighter, but stronger and more durable. - Sandvik
Nanoflex® is an innovative patented steel alloy that is 60% stronger than normal steel which allows for a significant
reduction in the amount of metal used, thereby decreasing weight while maintaining strength. - The thinner cross section
(1.8 mm) section also creates sharper, thinner points that penetrate hard snow with ease. - Weight: 569 g

Design agency

C.A.M.P. spa
Antonio Codega, R&D Manager
Premana (Lc), Italy

Client / Manufacturer

C.A.M.P. spa
Premana (Lc), Italy
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34.) TRUBLUE Auto Belay (221-82379)

Category: 03. Mountain-climbing equipment

Auto Belay

TRUBLUE�s self-regulating magnetic braking system is the result of over four years of research, development
and testing. This braking system is engineered to eliminate the need for a clutch bearing, which is a key
potential point of failure in previous and current modular auto belay designs. TRUBLUE is designed for
climbers and engineered for safety. Our auto belays are engineered to meet the strictest safety standards of
all auto belays. Plus, TRUBLUE auto belays have undergone extensive testing by an ISO 17025 certified lab
specializing in product safety testing.

Design agency

Eldorado Climbing Walls
Boulder, United States of America

Client / Manufacturer

Eldorado Climbing Walls
Boulder, United States of America
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35.) Bering -3° (L) (221-82453)

Category: 05. Sleeping bags

sleeping bag

With its high-tech material sleeping bag Bering causes an excellent weight-temperature ratio. In addition to the
off-set layer construction against thermal bridges the filling of special Thermo Dry Soft fibres counteracts the
condensation inside the sleeping bag more effectively while providing outstanding thermal protection. The upper �
unique Black Yarn fabric � is made of very stable and insulating black Carbon particles and nylon fibres and
accumulates the heat, detains it much longer than normal and simplifies the transportation of moisture. Due to the
2-in-1 compressor stuff sack Bering is reducible to a very small pack size.

Design agency

Nordisk Freizeit Bollerslev GmbH
Quickborn, Germany

Client / Manufacturer

Nordisk Freizeit Bollerslev GmbH
Quickborn, Germany
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